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On the last day of January, a Tallahassee
Democrat staffer will retrieve the last box
of newspaper property, turn out the lights
and depart the classic red brick building at
277 North Magnolia Drive.

And the Democrat’s home of 52 years
will be no more.

In the grand scheme, it’s just another
step in the newspaper industry’s transi-
tion from print to digital. But for those who
spent big pieces of our lives in that build-
ing, it’s the loss of a longtime family home.

We were a family, a team of widely-di-
verse talents and backgrounds who came
together to create, produce and deliver the

heartbeat of Tallahassee – an entirely new
report in print every morning, 365 days a
year.

There was a daily hum to everything we
did, deadlines constantly hovering.
“There’s an energy to a newspaper office
that I don’t think you find in most offices,”
veteran state government writer/colum-
nist Bill Cotterell said.

There were tensions, to be sure, family
disagreements and divergent priorities.
Journalism’s traditional “wall” between in-
dependent news coverage and institution-
al business interests is inescapable. But
our common mission and physical proxim-
ity fostered cooperation and mutual re-
spect.

Carrol Dadisman, former publisher for the Tallahassee
Democrat, poses for a photo next to the historic landmark
sign for the Tallahassee Democrat on Friday, May 3, 2019.
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Tribute to 
an office

As the Democrat looks to relocate, 
former publisher remembers the hum of home

Carrol Dadisman
Special to Tallahassee Democrat

USA TODAY NETWORK – FLORIDA
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Illustrator Elizabeth Lampman Davis rejoices in
the great outdoors. Her imagination runs wild in
wide open spaces, on mountainous trails and deep in
magical woods. She recalls her childhood backyard
and how a boxwood bush was transformed into a per-
fectly cozy fort for her 5-year-old self. Her grandpar-
ents’ plush area rug provided roads for her to drive
tiny cars to along its designs. 

When Lampman Davis sketches out ideas for chil-
dren’s books, this imagination serves her well. A
wheelbarrow no longer only hauls yard trash but can
also blast off like a spaceship or dive underwater like
a submarine. Inspiration comes from her two chil-
dren and their energetic spirits as well as memories
from her own childhood. 

“It was back in the days when kids
would be pushed out of the front door
and parents would say to come back
when it starts getting dark for dinner,”
says Lampman Davis. “You have this
wonderful freedom of exploring in the
woods by yourself, or with a sibling or
friend. I loved building forts in the
woods, skipping rocks and fishing. It
makes me happy to think about, which

makes me want to create something that reflects that
kind of joy.” 

Lampman Davis’ solo exhibition at the Artport
Gallery this spring reflects not only that joy, but
something far greater. “Turning the Page,” brings vis-
ibility to children who are often underrepresented in
children’s literature.

In her description of the exhibit, she quotes statis-
tics that she finds discouraging — only 11.9% of main
characters in children’s books are African American,
8.7% are Asian, 5.3% are Latinx, 1% are Native Amer-
ican and 3.4% are differently-abled. As a mother of a
mixed-race family, Lampman Davis strives to turn
this narrative around with every brushstroke. 

“When my kids wanted books read to them, I real-
ized there wasn’t much great quality children’s litera-
ture that represented them,” says Lampman Davis.
“So I started drawing illustrations to make sure that
more kids get to be seen.” 

A voracious reader, Lampman Davis always had
rich images come to mind when taking in her favorite
books. When she begins world-building for her own
sketches, she will first imagine how a character might
move through a scene. Her second and third re-imag-
inings are often what are left on the page. 

The publishing process is arduous, but Lampman
Davis says she learns something new with every
draft. Digital art is still a fairly recent muscle she is
flexing. Her grandmother, mother and aunt were all
visual artists, so Lampman Davis feels their passion
in various media has been passed down to her. While
she started with pencil and paper, she has continued
practicing her skills in graphic design, photography
and digital art-making. 

“The wonderful thing about digital work as

Imagination and
memory mingle
in ‘Turning the
Page’ exhibition 
Amanda Sieradzki
Council on Culture & Arts

Elizabeth Lampman Davis’ favorite pieces came
from moments when she finally felt she had
captured the right colors or wielded a digital tool
skillfully after much practice. ELIZABETH LAMPMAN DAVIS

Lampman
Davis 

See DAVIS, Page 4C
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Q. Carolyn asks that everyone travel-
ing West Tennessee Street in the vicin-
ity of Weems Road please have a heart
and don't block the traffic coming off
Weems. It is disheartening to wait
through a very long red light and then
not move forward at all due to the inter-
section blocked with traffic.

A. Thanks, Carolyn, this bad driving
is also available at numerous other loca-
tions, however the wait time for Carolyn
and her neighbors entering Tennessee
Street from Weems Road is punishment
enough. If we can’t seem to muster the
courtesy to allow progression of all traf-
fic from all directions let us be reminded
of Florida Statute 316.2061: ...No driver
shall enter an intersection or marked
crosswalk unless there is sufficient
space on the other side.... punishable as
provided in fs: chapter 318. In other
words, Do Not Block Intersection!

Q. Several of you ask do we need to
stop at both small stop signs on Weems
Road south of West Tennessee Street?

A. First and foremost, it has always
been a good rule of thumb to stop for any
stop sign. After all, you will likely see
small stop signs like these held up by a
flagman at a road crew work-site. With

that understood, the stop signs in ques-
tion are governing foot traffic on the
multi-use trail/ sidewalk, not motorists
traveling Weems Road.

However, your confusion is recog-
nized since they are placed on support
posts which put the sign panels too far
above the ground making them appear
to be a message for drivers. The city is in
the process of reinstalling the stop signs
on shorter supports. So, only when tak-
ing advantage of the trail do you want to
stop and look to insure nobody is flying
out of the car dealership or bank drive-
ways. 

Q. J. Roger is asking the large rectan-
gular pothole on Eliza Road west of the
Weems Road - Dartmouth traffic circle
be repaired. Drivers going east on Eliza
Road either have to go through this pot-
hole or swerve into the left lane to avoid

it.
A. Thanks J. Roger, we shouldn’t be

required to swerve around a pothole of
this magnitude. If the pothole hasn’t
been repaired by today, I expect it to be
taken care of very soon. We have an ex-
cellent street crew doing their best to
keep a sharp eye for all potholes and get
them repaired post haste. 

Q. Kay reports speeding on Thomas-
ville Road as a continuous problem at all
times day and night in both directions.
Kay would like to see speed detection
devices to remind drivers of their speed.
Kay also believes lowering the speed
limit between Betton Road and Hermit-
age Boulevard to more accurately reflect
the nature of this area as residential.

A. You make a good case, Kay, this
section of Thomasville Road is known to
law enforcement as an area of excessive
speed while producing many citations.
Although Street Scene isn’t convinced
lowering the speed limit is a viable solu-
tion, we join Kay in finding the answer to
drivers ignoring the current speed limit.

Perhaps speed monitoring will help
but enforcement of our traffic laws is the
only true solution. Accordingly, we send
this known traffic safety concern over to
our traffic safety professionals and state
law enforcement. Historically, the pres-
ence of Florida State Troopers writing
citations always gets peoples attention. 

Q. U.S. 27 at Old Bainbridge Road: I
understand your aggravation and the
years nothing has been done. I under-
stand the existing traffic problems and

everyone’s concerns of additional traffic
congestion when the new Oak Valley
Publix opens. But believe me, taking
property by eminent domain is not the
answer. Doing so will only place the
matter in court which, at best, could re-
sult in disallowing a temporary solution
and at worst potential unmanageable
delay. 

Q. Jeff says entering Chick-fil-A on
West Tennessee Street is only half the
problem, trying to get out is the other
half. Traffic on Tennessee Street waiting
in line for the next-door Starbucks is
blocking the Chick-fil-A exit.

A. As with all growing cities, heavy
vehicular traffic is a certainty. Throw in
a couple of sought-after major universi-
ties and an equality exceptional two
year college bringing students with
cars, bicycles, motorcycles, scooters
and walking shoes headaches surely
abound. 

Understanding Tallahassee is no
longer small town, adding a few friendly
courtesies and the willingness to help
one-another navigate through traffic is
the only sure way to relieve stress and
bring safe travel for all concerned.

Q. Billy Jean is looking for sidewalks
promised. Please stay tuned Billie Jean,
it’s taking a while to find something def-
inite but I will eventually have your an-
swer. 

Philip Stuart is a retired Florida State
Trooper, Traffic Operations Projects En-
gineer and Forensics Expert Witness.
Write to: crashsites@embarqmail.com.

Street Scene
Philip Stuart

Guest columnist

Woes at Weems: Bad driving available all over town

The Weems Road PASS project
officially opened to traffic Monday,
Sept. 14, 2020. TORI LYNN

SCHNEIDER/TALLAHASSEE DEMOCRAT

opposed to working with paint is that
you can change it after it’s all done,”
says Lampman Davis. “I’ll finish a piece
completely and wonder if it could be
dusk instead of bright sunny daylight. I
like that digital allows me to do that.” 

Lampman Davis’ moleskin note-
books are full of rough drafts and
sketches. Turning to her computer is the
next step. She will often use photos for
reference to figure out the intricacies of
bodily anatomy or scenery. Lampman
Davis looks up to illustrators like Vashti
Harrison, especially in her book
“Sulwe,” which she believes renders
light, composition and color with unde-
niable mastery.

Artistic breakthroughs on certain
pieces mark milestones. Her favorite
pieces come from moments where she
finally felt she had captured the right
colors or wielded a digital tool after
much practice. Lampman Davis wishes
her early journey had been less marked
by perfectionism and fear, and highly
recommends copying the masters as a
daily practice to improve drawing skills. 

“Sharing my work online has helped
me to grow because you have to mess up
publicly,” adds Lampman Davis. “You
force yourself to learn faster and prac-

tice deeper because you don’t want to
put bad work out there. I look back at my
early Instagram days and I think it’s em-
barrassing, but I want to leave it so peo-
ple know no one starts as a master. I’m

still learning and have so much still to
grow, which I’m excited about.” 

Many of Lampman Davis’ images,
which can be viewed at the Artport Gal-
lery or in COCA’s online gallery, are

pulled directly from her real life. A sil-
houette of a family hiking in an autum-
nal wood is part imagination, part mem-
ory from a family outing. In another il-
lustration, two children dance and
shout in brightly colored bathing suits
with equally as dazzling umbrellas in
the pouring rain.

“That was part of my childhood
growing up in south Florida and having
these operatic experiences outside in
the afternoon rain,” laughs Lampman
Davis. 

Her biggest hope is that the exhibit
will bring a moment of nostalgic re-
prieve from the day-to-day stressors of
living during these unprecedented
times. She wants families to not only
forget their woes for a while but em-
brace fond memories. Most important-
ly, she wants the children who see these
characters to also see their own poten-
tial to achieve anything. 

“Writing and illustrating for children
is a huge responsibility because you be-
come part of who they are and who they
become,” says Lampman Davis. “I could
have a chance to have a little kid feel like
they could be the hero of the day. And
what life choices might they make if
they feel that way?” 

Amanda Sieradzki is the feature
writer for the Council on Culture & Arts.
COCA is the capital area’s umbrella
agency for arts and culture (www.talla-
hasseearts.org). 

Davis
Continued from Page 1C

“Turning the Page,”
Elizabeth Lampman
Davis’ solo exhibition at
the Artport Gallery
takes inspiration from
nature and diversity.
ELIZABETH LAMPMAN DAVIS

If you go
What: Turning the Page:
Inclusive Illustrations by
Elizabeth Lampman
Davis 

When: Daily 8 a.m.-11:30
p.m. 

Where: The Artport
Gallery, 3300 Capital
Circle SW 

Contact: For more
information, call
850-224-2500 or visit
COCA’s online gallery at
http://cocaonline
gallery.zenfolio.com/. 

It is time for my list of fundraising
trends and predictions for the new year.
Like most of you, I never imagined a
year like 2020 and the challenges it
would present for nonprofits in all areas
including fundraising. 

In a survey conducted by the Associ-
ation of Fundraising Professionals, 72%
of AFP members believe they will raise
less money in 2021 and only 12% antici-
pate raising more. Alternatively, for
nonprofits on the front lines of the CO-
VID crisis, 2021 may be a year of tremen-
dous fundraising success.

Food banks, hospitals, healthcare or-
ganizations, and nonprofits providing
emergency support will likely continue
to receive increased donations to sup-
port their work. It will also be challeng-
ing for these nonprofits to continue is-
suing urgent appeals for funds after
months of similar requests. Going for-
ward, nonprofits will need to thought-
fully ask for support while also sharing
success stories made possible by chari-
table gifts. 

For the entire sector, the challenge
will be how to keep your organization
relevant despite the challenges related
to the pandemic and getting your mis-
sion heard and seen as a priority. In ad-
dition, some donors may be unable or
unwilling to donate due to an uncertain
financial future. 

Looking ahead for the remainder of

2021, here are the issues and strategies
that will be critical to sustain fundrais-
ing success: 

Recurring giving – Offering people
the opportunity to give $5 and $10 a
month, rather than a larger, single gift,
should be part of every annual fundrais-
ing plan. Giving smaller amounts over
time enables more people to participate
and provides predictable, reliable reve-
nue for the nonprofit. This is a win-win
for donors and nonprofits alike. Month-
ly giving programs can be easily tracked
and processed using online giving plat-
forms. If your nonprofit is not utilizing
these methods now is the time to get
started. 

Donor Retention and Stewardship
– In 2021, the most successful fundrais-
ing programs will be the ones that take
tangible steps to let donors know how
their gift made a difference. Gratitude
reports, phone calls, virtual chats, and
videos are just some of the ways to con-
nect donors to what their support
makes possible. Take time to examine
and understand patterns of donor giv-
ing and actively renew donor support
from year to year. Start by telling donors
the impact of their gift before asking
again. 

Virtual events - Live streaming and
other virtual programs are here to stay.
Online platforms like Zoom, Facebook
Live, and many others enable people
who give to connect online to the causes
they care about most. Improving skills
and knowledge of these platforms will
be critical.

Sponsorships - Many nonprofits
were forced to cancel or downsize special
events last year. As nonprofits consider
returning to these events, or continuing

to host them virtually, it will be impor-
tant to revisit the sponsorship packages
and related benefits.

Offering the same levels of giving, in
exchange for a modest return of public-
ity, will likely appear tone deaf to previ-
ous and prospective sponsors. Many
businesses have seen a sharp decline in
their profits and are unsure what the fu-
ture holds. When you approach local
businesses and other prospective spon-
sors, do so in ways that recognize their
challenges and seek out creative ways to
mutually benefit each other. 

Technology investments – Nonprof-
its will continue to invest in digital expe-
riences, online fundraising tools, and
ways to maximize social media. These
investments will be critical and neces-
sary to engage millennial and Gen Z do-
nors who exclusively use mobile devices
to learn, engage and support charitable
causes. 

Authenticity – No matter their age or
generation, all donors will continue to
expect authenticity and transparency
from the nonprofits they support. Take
time to revisit and revise automated re-
sponses, form thank you letters, institu-
tional jargon, and other robotic interac-
tions that will not be tolerated. In 2021,
donors are craving, expecting – and de-
serve - warm, heartfelt appreciation and
communication that honors each gift
and treats every donor with respect. 

Flexibility - Kelly and I have said
many times the nonprofit sector is
chock-full of determined innovators who
always seem to find new ways to over-
come obstacles and serve the communi-
ty. Being flexible and nimble will be nec-
essary as the year unfolds. Board and
staff leaders who embrace new ways of

doing things and seek out creative ways
to change, pause, or refocus will be bet-
ter positioned to achieve their goals. 

Cash flow - Nonprofits will continue
closely monitoring their cash flow and
include these discussions as part of fi-
nance committee and board meetings.
Too many boards rely on the treasurer to
be responsible for doing this. Every
board member is responsible for know-
ing the financial position of the organi-
zation at all times. 

Shifts in giving – Here is a bit of good
news. Foundations and other funders
are continuing to make significant
changes to their giving priorities and el-
igibility requirements. Major founda-
tions have announced new grants avail-
able for nonprofits working to address
racial justice; promote diversity, equity,
and inclusion; and to support general
operating needs and capacity building
initiatives. Now is the time to seek out
these opportunities and partner with
funders in new ways. 

Closures - Tallahassee has already
seen what I hope is the temporary clos-
ing of one local nonprofit. I expect to see
more of this in 2021.

If you are serving on the board or
staff of a nonprofit, thanks for all you do.
I wish you continued success. If you are
a donor or volunteer, please support
your favorite causes in whatever way
you can. 

Notes on Nonprofits is a collaborative
effort by Alyce Lee Stansbury, CFRE
President of Stansbury Consulting, and
Kelly Otte, Executive Director, The Oasis
Center for Women & Girls. Write to us at
notesonnonprofits@gmail.com and
watch us on Facebook Live on Tuesdays
at noon.

Stay relevant, stay virtual and stay flexible in 2021

Notes on Nonprofits
Alyce Lee Stansbury

Guest columnist


